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Abstract. Correspondingly, Android also becomes a common attack
target. Till now, many attacks have been detected out, such as confused
deputy attack, collusion attack, and root exploits attack. In this paper,
we present a novel attack, denoted as transplantation attack. Transplan-
tation attack, when being applied to spy on user, can make the mali-
cious behavior more stealthy. The attack can evade permission check,
evade device administration, and even evade API auditing. The premise
of carrying out Transplantation attack is that malware is able to access
resources or gain access capability. By fulfilling the premise, we do a
case study about Camera device. The result indicates that Transplan-
tation attack indeed exists. Based on these observations, we predict the
kind of system resources that may suffer transplantation attack. Defence
discussion are also presented.
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1 Introduction

Nowadays, Android becomes the most wide spread mobile platform. In the mean-
while, it also becomes a common attack target. Many kinds of attacks towards
Android system have been detected out, e.g., confused deputy attack [5,8,9,12],
collusion attack [4], and root exploits attack [17,24]. In this paper, we will present
a novel kind of attack, and we name it as transplantation attack.

To explain what is transplantation attack, we should mention the resource
accessing procedure first. In Android system, most system resources (e.g., GPS,
camera) are accessed by system services (e.g., LocationManager Service, Camera
Service). Applications (apps), if want to access these resources, should send
request to system services via IPC (Inter-Process Communication). Then, system
services will call several system libraries (.so libraries) to talk with resource driver
and collect data and return data back to apps. When resources are accessed, two
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processes are involved, an application’s (client) process and a system service’s
(server) process. In this case, system .so libraries run in system services’ address
space.

However, what if malware transplant system .so libraries from system ser-
vices’ address space to their own address space, and use these libraries to talk
with driver to collect data by their own? In this case, system .so libraries will
run in malware’s address space, which will lead to several security issues; and
it should be considered as an attack. We call this attack as Transplantation
Attack.

Transplantation attack enables malware accessing resources without involv-
ing IPC with system services. In transplantation attack, when resources are
accessed, only one process (app’s process) is involved, and there is nothing to do
with system services’ process. Therefore, a lot of security enforcements imple-
mented in system services can be evaded.

By starting a transplantation attack, malware can evade permission check. In
Android system, before system services respond to resource accessing request of
an app, they will check the app’s permissions first. If the app does not have the
required permission, system services will not provide service. In transplantation
attack, malware do not depend on system services to get data, instead, they
collect data by their own. Therefore, the permission check process initiated by
system services can be evaded in transplantation attack.

By starting a transplantation attack, malware can evade device adminis-
tration. Android framework provides several special Android APIs, which are
called Device Administration APIs. They could be used by device admin apps
to configure a phone. Device administration is usually enforced in enterprises, in
which phones are used to do business. Usually, enterprise administrators install
device admin apps on these phones to protect commercial benefit. Transplan-
tation attack will make these admin apps fail to be effective. That is because,
the device administration is also implemented in system services which are not
called in transplantation attack.

By starting a transplantation attack, malware can evade API auditing.
Android API auditing is important to both enterprise environments and indi-
vidual users. In enterprise environments, deploying API auditing on employee
phones helps to decrease security risk. For individual users, API auditing helps
to detect spyware. API auditing can be done when permissions are checked.
Since there is no permission check step in transplantation attack, malware can
evade API auditing as well.

As a result, transplantation attack, when being applied to spy on user, can
make malicious behavior much more stealthy and much more difficult to detect.
We have searched the CVE (Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures) list [1].
Among the 448 CVE entries that match the keyword Android, we find there was
no such kind of attack happened before.

In this paper, we will give an overview about transplantation attack. First
we will describe the premise to start transplantation attack. Then, by fulfilling
the premise, we carry out a transplantation attack towards Camera device as
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a case study. The case study verifies that transplantation attack indeed exists,
and cannot be detected out by Antivirus. Base on these observations, we predict
that other resources may also suffer transplantation attack. Moreover, we discuss
potential solutions against this attack.

2 The Premise of Transplantation Attack

Transplantation attack is to transplant system libraries from system services’
address space to malware’s address space, and then malware can collect data in
its own address space.

A big premise for the transplantation attack to be carried out is that the
system libraries are designed to be called by everyone. However, that malware
can call system libraries does not mean the malware can successfully access
resources (e.g., hardware drivers, database files). Another premise of transplan-
tation attack is that the malware itself should be able to access resources or can
gain access capability.

System resources can be divided into two types: hardware resources and
software resources. The way to achieve the premise of the attack towards the
two kind resources is different.

Hardware Resources. To access hardware resources, e.g., GPS, Camera, mal-
ware should be able to access hardware drivers. Hardware drivers subject to
Linux file system access control. To access a hardware driver, a user (app) should
be the owner or be a member of the hardware’s group. In Android system, an
app could be a member of a hardware’s group, aka., the app could be assigned
with the hardware’s group id (GID).

Apps could become a group member of some hardware through obtaining
a certain permission. That is because, Android has bound some permissions
with some groups, which are recorded in a metadata file (platform.xml). If a
permission has been bound to a group, then once this permission is granted to
an app, the app will be automatically set as a member of the group. By applying
a permission, an app can gain the corresponding GID. After gaining the GID, an
app could access the corresponding hardware driver. Once an app could directly
access a hardware driver, it can start transplantation attack.

Software Resources. Most software resources, e.g., SMS, Contact, social net-
work data, exist in the form of database files or in shared memories, which are
files, too. These files are owned by system apps (e.g., SMS app, Contact app)
or third party apps. To access these files, malware should become a shared user
with the owner of these files, aka, the malware should share UID with the owner.

Sharing UID with a system app cannot be achieved except exploiting system
vulnerabilities. Nowadays, two vulnerabilities towards signature verification have
been detected out in Android system [18,21]. Exploiting them, malware is able
to share UID with a system app, or a third party app. To share UID with a
third party app, collusion attack also is an optional way. Once an app becomes
a shared user of the file owner, it can access the file. As long as malware can
access resource files, it can start transplantation attack.
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Others. In one case that malware neither need to become a group member nor
need to become a shared user. That is, a file, either a device file or a regular file,
is publicly accessed. For example, the file’s access rule is set as 666 (rw-rw-rw-)
or 777 (rwxrwxrwx).

An advantage of attacks towards software resources is that malware does not
need to apply any permission for any reason. On the contrary, attacks towards
hardware resources should apply permissions to get GIDs. Therefore, transplan-
tation attacks towards software resources are much more stealthy and much more
hard to detect than attacks towards hardware resources.

3 Case Study

To verify the feasibility of transplantation attack, we have done a case study
towards Camera device. We use a malicious app to carry out a transplantation
attack.

As described before, the attack just transplants necessary .so libraries from
Camera Service’s address space to the malicious app’s address space, and calls
picture taking function provided by these .so libraries to take a picture. To make
the malicious app be able to access camera driver, we should put the app into
camera group. It can be achieved by applying CAMERA permission, because
Android has bound CAMERA permission with camera group.

After going through a lot of failures, we successfully conduct a way of picture
taking inside the malicious app’s address space. Also, the malicious app is suc-
cessfully executed on Nexus S with Android version 4.0.4 and Sony LT29i with
Android version 4.1.2.

We also tested whether the malicious app can evade detection of Antivirus
and can evade enterprise device administration. The test result shows both of
them can be evaded.

4 Prediction of Transplantation Attack

The case study about Camera device indicates that transplantation attack indeed
exists. In this section, we will predict where transplantation attack may happen.

4.1 Attack Towards Hardware Resources

As described before, malware should be able to access a hardware before starting
transplantation attack. This can happens in two situations. One situation is that
the malware is able to gain the GID of a hardware. The publicly available GIDs
are recorded in the platform.xml file. The other situation is that a hardware is
publicly accessed. For example, a hardware’s access rule is 666. Hardware covered
by the two ways are vulnerable to suffer transplantation attack.

Take the platform.xml file on Galaxy Nexus of version 4.1.2 as an example,
available GIDs are net bt admin, net bt, inet, camera, log, sdcard r, sdcard rw,
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media rw, mtp, net admin, cache, input, diag, net bw stats, net bw acct; and 15
of them in total. Hardwares involved in these GIDs are vulnerable to suffer
transplantation attack, such as Bluetooth (GID: net bt admin, net bt), Internet
(GID: inet), Camera (GID: camera). The GPS’ group id is not publicly available,
so GPS does not suffer this attack.

Taking advantage of the transplantation attack, malware could enjoy Blue-
tooth stealthily. Nowadays, Bluetooth is commonly used in e-health area such
as blood pressure monitor, glucometer, and wearable devices such as watches,
glasses. Malware may steal this kind of high sensitive data without leaving any
record.

Sometimes, vendors mistakenly configure a phone [23]. For example, on Sam-
sung GT-I9300 phone, the GID radio is recorded in the platform.xml file as well.
By gaining the GID inet and radio, malware may be able to use Internet without
being detected. Attacks towards Internet will lead to users’ financial lose.

Besides hardware whose GID can be applied may suffer the attack, mistakenly
configured hardware may suffer the attack, too. According to [23], vendors set
access rules of some hardware drivers on some phones as 666, which means all
users can read and write these drivers. On these phones, malware can directly
access those mistakenly configured hardware drivers without gaining their GID,
aka, without applying any permission.

4.2 Attack Towards Software Resources

Software resources like private database files or shared memories are owned by
apps. The GID of these files are not bound with permissions. Therefore, unless
these files can be publicly accessed, malware should become a shared user to
initiate attacks on them. It is designed that shared users can access each other’s
data, and, if desired, run in the same process. So, once malware becomes a shared
user, it seems that it is not necessary to do transplantation attack.

However, regular access way may leave auditing record. For example, data-
base files are regularly accessed via Content Provider, which can be used to do
API auditing. Moreover, other shared users may do extra access control or do
auditing inside their execution flows, too. These obstacles may become a moti-
vation of carrying out a transplantation attack towards software resources.

In case of malware sharing UID with other apps contain private data, we
predicate that transplantation attack may happen.

5 Defence Discussion

There may be several ways to defend the transplantation attack, but some of
them may not work out. For example, forbidding the usage of system libraries
may sound a good idea to defend the attack. However, as apps can ship their
own copy of the required system library, this way may not work out. Here, we
discuss two possible ways as follows.
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5.1 Breaking the Binding Between Permission and Group ID

The transplantation attack should get the capability of accessing a hardware
device. To gain this capability, the malicious app should be assigned with the
hardware’s group ID by applying corresponding permission. Noticing this, a
defence is that we could break the binding between permission strings and group
ids. Taking Camera device as an example, breaking the binding between camera
permission and camera group id will not affect the normal apps to take pictures.
That is because Camera device has a daemon process (mediaserver process, in
which Camera Service runs) in charge of taking pictures. Apps just need to send
request to the daemon process, and the process will handle the picture taking.
One weakness of this defence is that when the hardware has zero daemon process
(e.g., Sdcard) or more than one daemon processes, it is possible to result in
denying of services.

5.2 Using SEAndroid Policy

SEAndroid enforces mandatory access control to every process (user) under a
fine-grained access control policy. Every process belongs to a domain (type).
Here, third-party apps are classified into the untrusted app domain, which will
be blocked when directly access protected files (device files, regular files).

Although SEAndroid can block the access to protected files, it has a rather
limited enforcement range. SEAndroid [20] is merged into AOSP since version
4.3 and enforced since version 4.4. According to Google’s survey [14], the phones
shipped with version 4.3 and 4.4 each accounts for 8.5 % of the total at the
beginning of May, 2014. That a phone shipped with 4.3 version of Android does
not mean that the SEAndroid is enforced. So, nearly 90 % of the Android phones
in the wild are however not protected by SEAndroid. Among the phones used
by our labmates, 93 % of them without SEAndroid. It may take a long period of
time before SEAndroid can be widely deployed in the wild. During this period
of time, many users may suffer from the spy-on-user attack.

Besides the distribution range limitation, SEAndroid has weakness as well.
Pau Oliva shows three weaknesses of SEAndroid and gives out four ways to
bypass SEAndroid [22]. We did an experiment, in which we change SEAndroid
from enforce mode to permissive mode via PC terminals. The same principle
could be applied to apps. The experiment shows that SEAndroid can indeed be
bypassed.

6 Related Work

Confused Deputy Attacks. Confused deputy attack means a malicious app
without permission P exploits the unprotected interfaces of other apps with
permission P to perform a privileged task for itself. To detect whether an app
has unprotected interfaces, a number of detection tools have been proposed
[2,6,11,13]. These static analysis tools are likely to be incomplete, as they can-
not completely predict the actual confused deputy attack occurring at runtime.
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To address this issue, some framework extension solutions [9,12] have been pro-
posed.

Collusion Attacks. Different from the confused deputy attacks, the collusion
attacks concern malicious apps that collude to combine their permissions. So,
one malicious app does not need to apply all permissions, which can evade the
detection of Kirin [10]. To address the collusion problems, [3,4,15] are proposed.
These solutions can confront both the deputy attacks and the collusion attacks.

Root Exploits Attacks. According to [24], attacks exploiting root privilege
play a significant role in compromising Android security. Among the root exploit-
ing malware, the DroidKungFu [17] is a typical example. Attacks exploiting
root privilege could break the boundary of Android sandbox and could access
resources without applying permissions. The root exploits attacks could be
blocked by SEAndroid [20]. By introducing SEAndroid, processes even running
with root privilege cannot access the protected files and devices.

Security Enhancements. Some framework security extension solutions [7,16,
19,25] enforce runtime permission control to restrict apps’ permissions at run-
time. These solutions aim at providing a fine-grained access control for IPC.
The novel transplantation attack does not call Android APIs or does not involve
IPC. Therefore, these solutions cannot block the transplantation attack.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we give an overview about the transplantation attack, which can
make malicious behavior much more stealthy when being applied to spy on user.
We first describe the premise of the attack, then we do a case study on Camera
device, which verifies the attack indeed exists. Based on the premise and case
study result, we predict that there are other resources may suffer transplantation
attack. At last, we discuss potential defences towards the attack.
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